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OTHER PROJECTS :

Marc Sleen Foundation
- 2009 2010
- Bruxelles

Urban Housing low energy
- 2010 2013
- Bruxelles

Reconversion of former Convent
Ursulines
- 2004 2013
- Mons

Housing for artists "The Black Horse"
- 2003 2010
- Bruxelles

Project HOME WOMEN
Architects ATELIER GIGOGNE SPRL

Address rue Josaphat 247-253,  1030 Bruxelles

Programe Building a house of women including a tavern, a children's
area, a multipurpose room, workshops, offices and five
housing

About The House of Woman shows in the city, as a clear expression
of an exceptional program. It asserts its identity on the entire
surface, and seeks dialogue with other nearby government
buildings. Its large woven concrete, with vertical play in the
street, and allows to let shine through the activities it houses,
while protecting their privacy. Furthermore, the mixed
public-private character is carefully articulated: the entrance of
the housing is separated from the entrance to the House of
Women, each designed with its own scale. The first three levels,
which welcome the public part, are all in solid contrasts and
generous empty and stretch into one great height, while the
floors of housing, tighten the mesh.

Typology Civic and community

Status Built

Conception 2006

Delivery 2010

Client Commune de Schaerbeek

Total budget 1.516.750 ? htva

Per square meters 1.350 ?/m²

Area 1.123 m²

Co-author ZED architecten : Christine Fontaine, Sophie Laenen, Ariane
Van Craen

Architects Atelier GIGOGNE : Pierre Van Assche, avec la collaboration de
Jean-Philippe De Visscher, Laetisia Franck, Antoine Belayew

Stability JZH & Partners

Special
techniques

JZH & Partners
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woven concrete facade
Â© Marc Detiffe

dialogue of public buildings
Â© Marc Detiffe

the tavern
Â© Marc Detiffe
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the light space
Â© Marc Detiffe

the terrace of a home with the view to a private park
Â© Marc Detiffe
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